Ltr 772 Radar Sq (SAGE)(CCR), 22 Dec 61, Squadron Emblem

4th Ind (AFMP-12-C)

Hq USAF, Wash 25, D C

TO: ADC (ADPPS-SP)

11 APR 1962

1. In accordance with APR 900-3, 5 November 1959, the following emblem is approved for the 772d Radar Squadron (SAGE) to supersede the emblem approved under a former designation, the 772d Aircraft Control and Warning Squadron, 22 August 1956:

**DESCRIPTION:** On a light blue equilateral triangle, edged Air Force blue, an Air Force blue radar scope, details Air Force golden yellow, above in dexter (right) base, three black silhouetted interceptors bendwise, in flight from dexter (right) base, and in sinister (left) base a white and dark gray missile on an Air Force blue platform and a small dark gray missile in flight, blast off clouds white, dark gray and black.

**MOTTO:** On an Air Force golden yellow scroll, edged and inscribed Air Force blue, THE EYESIGHT OF A NATION.

**SIGNIFICANCE:** The emblem is symbolic of the squadron and its mission. On a triangle (the three sides representing this squadron, SAGE, and the U. S. Missile Master), painted blue (to indicate the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations), a radar scope, manned interceptors and ballistic missiles indicate this squadron's operation as a link in the vast network of SAGE, as it helps to provide the Interceptor Squadrons of the Air Defense Command and the Army Missile Master Nike sites in the Philadelphia area with information necessary to the defense of this nation. The emblem and scroll bear the Air Force colors, ultramarine blue and golden yellow.

2. Attached is the official painting of the emblem described above, to be forwarded to the unit for file and guidance in reproduction.

FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF

---
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